This paper describes the design and application of a SIMAN-model of a streetcar and traffic system. The model includes an animation of the traffic process. It will be discussed different approaches for modeling a traffic network. The animation systems CINEMA and Proof Animation were used for the animation. The model has been used for an enterprise for streetcars and buses in Magdeburg, Germany.
An entity is displayed while moving atong the route paths. At the destination point the entity disttppears from the route path and the entity must reappear.
Schulze
The frost block in our STATION submodel is a QUEUE-Block. If the following resource has unused capacity to pick up the entity, the resource can show this new condition and the entity can leave the route path. In another case the entity has to wait on the path. But the animation system doesn't know this fact and the entity disappears. A path-element with an accumulating possibility would be here desirable.
We simulated the case that trains couldn't pass a station but had to wait in tiont of the station. But the entities disappeared from the screen, leaving no visible evidence of a waiting line.
These difficulties caused us to reject this SIW-CINEMA combination. We didn't use the SIMAN WRITE-Block to write out the ATF-File.
Special C-routines were used for this. It was necessary to use C-routines because the WRITEBlock can't write string variables to define path names.
An A'I!F-File corresponding to a 10-hour simulation is about 1.5 megabytes in size.
Our work with SIMAN and PROOF shows that this combination is a very powerful tool for simulation and animation of traffic systems.
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OBSERVATIONS
The following section shows some results using elementary SIMAN-Elements. 
